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Summary 

 
The current study proposes the observation of the formation, evolution and 

completion of the bone callus after elongations in sheep. In this purpose we have been used 
sheep’s with age between2-4 years, which we made mandible osteotomy in the central zone 
of the symphysis. After a local surgical clearing of the tissues, that two mandible branches 
were maintained closer trough osteodispteactor device looking as an H font. The two arms of 
the device were fixed to the two mandible branches trough four mandibular osteosynthesis 
conical screws.  

To observe the daily callus formation and evolution we increase the distance 
between the two sectioned surfaces with 0,1mm. Gradually, a modeling process occurs 
between the two surfaces that begin immediately a primary callus formation and finally 
became a fibrous zone. Between the week 4-5 and week eight the elongation process is 
over and is not obvious anymore because the bone modeling and osteosynthesis is 
complete. The organization and evolution of bone callus remains a complex process 
influenced by a series of postoperative and posttraumatic factors which lasts a variable 
period of time depending on many factors.  
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The phenomenon of formation, organization and evolution of the animal 

bone callus has been studied a very long time and depending by the species and 
purpose. A first extremely important factor in the normal and complete formation of 
the bone callus is the process of immobilization. The observation so far admitted 
that metaphysar osteotomy induce a greater osteogenic response in bone 
lengthening than in diaphysar osteotomy. In turn the osteotomy model influences 
the bone callus formation and evolution in the sense that an osteotomy 
accompanied by a lack of substance (bone tissue) cause a delay of the segment 
consolidation between that two surfaces, increased mobility or exaggerated 
elongation can induce the articular cartilage degeneration or necrosis. 

 
Materials and methods 

 
The purpose of the study was to asses with accuracy in what way it is possible 

to correct some processes of malocclusions appeared in animals most often congenital 
but in acquired mode, too, like accidents or fracture with vicious bone callus. In such 
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situations the malocclusion can be irreversibly changed which has repercussions on 
the proper functionality of the joints, muscles, on the occlusion surface ligament and 
oral digestion. In other posttraumatic situations, should be corrected the situations of 
asymmetric protrusion in which cases the reconstruction of harsh elements must be 
done for ensure a normal and correct occlusion. To see under normal conditions of 
existence how is made the bone reconstruction, for the current study we chose sheep. 
Our observations were made at FVM Cluj-Napoca in 2008-2009 on a total of 10 female 
sheep’s by Merinos breed, aged 2-4 years with the body weight between 30-35 Kg. 
 Before surgery the sheep’s were subjected to gas anesthesia (isoflurane) 
and locally prepared by clipping, shaving, disinfection and local anesthesia with 
xyline and adrenalin 2% a quantity of 5 ml. 
 For the osteotomy process the elective site was the middle (junction) of the 
mandible symphysis through the incision of the oral mucosa and gums, periosteal 
removal and preparation for osteotomy. The process was made with a specific 
osteotomy mills and the first steep was the complete corticotomy of the bone 
segment (cortical modeling in osteodontic purpose) (fig.1). 
 

 
Fig.1.The osteotomy of the mandibular simphysis 

 
 After the corticotomy we made a local lavage with sterile salin solution to 
remove any portions of bone and we performed a proper hemostasis for a surgical 
act. At the mandible junction of the two branches we have set a device 
(osteodistractor) (fig.2) specially made of osteosynthesis material with the purpose 
to remove the two fractured pieces in a equal mode over the entire length desired. 
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Fig.2.The osteodistractor fixation 

 
 The fixing of this device was made by four osteosynthesis screws with a 
corresponding length and diameter for a good stability. Next step was to check the 
homeostasis and screws stability and after that the oral mucosa was sutured 
careful to cover as much the osteodistractor (fig.3), to avoid the accumulation of the 
feed that could change the local evolution of callus healing and formation.  
 

 
Fig.3.The protection of the osteodistractor with oral mucosa 

 
 Starting the next day after surgery we proceeded to make a displacement 
of 0.1mm through a lever rotated on a thread in both directions under a certain 
angle. The removal (elongation) of the surfaces was done in day 4 with another 
0.2mm and in day 9 postoperative with 0.1 mm. During the elongation procedure 
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the sheep’s restain in normal position and the mouth opening is done manually 
very easily. In the next four days, postoperatory we made a local lavage with 
betadine solution 1% and the osteodistractor was maintained for 8.5 weeks. 
 

Results and discussions 
 
 In case of fractures or bone surgery or accidental interruption, the focal 
cells with role in defense give an immediately and efficient response trough local 
and systemic and secondary release biochemical and biophysical mediators as 
response to different assaults. This perception biological reaction is variable in time 
up to 7 days, by joining the authors. 
 The osteogenic mechanism is complex and refers to the fact that 
lysosomal enzymes, acidification of the local pH, the macrophages appearance 
and organization, the leucocytes appearance with other inflammatory cell present 
in the range of broken edges, is the stage of elastic consistency of the primary 
callus formation process.  
 During this type of callus formation, the cells begin to produce neoformation 
vessels, fibroblasts, intracellular content and supporting cells that together formed the 
granular tissue between the broken edges and clinically the recapture trough fibrous 
tissue in the fibrous callus form. During removal of the two sectioned surfaces the 
cellular components witch were held in the fracture focus are subjected to a direct 
and gradually stretching that we stability it. Thus the first elongation we found a 
reduced bleeding who was stopped by a simple blood tampon and the feeding sheep 
was made with some difficulty. Local has reported an obvious inflammatory process 
that has not influenced the general conditions of the sheep.  
 At the elongation of the 4 day was not observed the bleeding, the 
inflammatory process was decreased, and the sheep were fed almost normally but 
with a slight inconvenience in feed consumption. At the end of the first week of the 
elongation we showed the appearance in length and height of a fibro-cartilaginous 
callus. On day 9 of the osteotomy we made the last elongation of 0.1 mm without 
general animal reactions. At the end of the second week we observed the presence 
of a fibrous callus hypertrophy and between fourth and eight week after we stopped 
the elongation process that hypertrophic callus gradually disappear.  
 The results obtained by us agree with those of literature in the sense that it 
indicates the disappearance of the fibrous callus after 4 weeks after stopping the 
displacement, probably because of lower elongation rate.  
 The radiological examinations regular effectuated show that in the 8 day after 
osteotomy a tissue densification between the sectioned edges. At 16 days of the 
osteotomy we distinguish the contour of the fibrous callus with the radio-opacity 
appearance of a round or oblong islands. Also in this moment is obvious the periosteal 
reaction along the length of the fracture line. At 5-6 weeks the bone callus is formed 
along the length of the line of osteotomy, the bone callus easy can be seen both 
radiological and by palpation in the area of the impact. After 11 weeks from osteotomy 
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the osteodistractor was removed by lifting screws. The removal was made very easily, 
the holes left after removals were covered with bone tissue in a few days. 
 

Conclusions 
 

The experimental models for callus osteogenesis after gradual elongation 
were mixed type predominant intramembranous. 

The remodeling of the neocortex under experimental conditions started at 
the end of the second week of the experiment and continued a period of 10 weeks. 

The favorable formation and evolution of the bone callus in the postsurgical 
or posttraumatic period depending by the correct approach and stabilization of the 
fractured segments, the correct approach and animal restrain during the elongation 
manevra. 

The formation, organization and finalization of bone callus resulted after a 
gradually elongation depends on the elongation rate and frequency, type of 
osteotomy, the waiting period and the catchers model of the bone tissue. 
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